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Mtirala National Park. Colchic broad-leaved mixed forest. Georgia
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ANNUAL REPORT

Letter from the Chair
Dear Friends and Supporters of the Caucasus Nature Fund,

March 2022

The political context for our work remains challenging. As I write these lines,
bombs fall on not-too distant Ukraine, where work like ours to conserve the
country’s pristine forests now seems of a different era. And it is no secret
to Georgians or the international community that Ukraine and Georgia are
similarly situated in the post Soviet space. The ceasefire between Armenia
and Azerbaijan following their 2020 conflict remains fragile, and in Georgia
itself politics are less than stable. So as I write about 2021, the dark present
of March 2022 looms large. We must hope -- or pray -- that reason will
prevail and that next year’s report will be written in the context of the rebuilding of Ukraine and a re-bounding regional and world economy.
I will turn to happier news to report about 2021. Despite the ongoing political
challenges last year, the economic recovery and improving epidemiological situation in the Caucasus had
some positive impact on the management of PAs - and even supported the beginnings of a recovery in
numbers of visitors to PAs in both countries. This in turn enabled us to contribute to significant progress
in nature conservation, which we can only hope is not jeopardized by current events.
While again in 2021 the Caucasus faced a year of ongoing Covid pandemic, Armenia and Georgia both
managed the Covid crisis better than last year, and the economies recovered at least partially following the
significant economic downturn of 2020. As a result, unlike in 2020 when CNF was called upon to support
both countries with Emergency Grants to keep the countries’ Protected Areas (PAs) afloat, we were able
to return the 2021 program to a more sustainable level of financial commitment.
As you will read in these pages, in 2021 we significantly strengthened our focus on biodiversity monitoring.
At the beginning of the year we added a biodiversity expert who complements the work of our existing staff
by spending most of her time in the field. We can now monitor the progress achieved in the 17 magnificent
PAs in Armenia and Georgia we will be supporting in 2022 in much more detail -- and are developing the
basis for monitoring biodiversity trends in a systematic and institutionalized way. We also continued to
work to launch a meaningful program with the Government of Azerbaijan and hope to re-start cooperation
in at least one Protected Area in the South of Azerbaijan in 2022 or 2023.
2021 was also a year of further long-term financial consolidation of CNF. We signed a remarkable new
agreement with KfW, acting on behalf of our largest donor, Germany, that led to a new contribution of Euro
40 million from the Federal Republic of Germany. We also secured a grant from the Wyss Foundation for
up to $ 11 million in support for five new Protected Areas to be created in Georgia. I want to express our
profound gratitude to all of our public and private donors who contribute to the vital cause of preserving
the biodiversity hotspot in the Caucasus.
To our own staff ably led by Tobias Muenchmeyer, heartfelt thanks for your tenacious commitment and
hard work. And finally to all of the staff of the PAs supported by CNF, but most importantly the rangers:
thank you for the hard every day work you do to ensure that our natural heritage is conserved for future
generations — you are the inspiration for all of us.
Yours gratefully,
David Morrison
On behalf of the Supervisory Board
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Hirkan Narional Park, Georgia
Photo: Caucasus Nature Fund
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How hot is the hotspot ?

15 years ago, when the Caucasus Nature Fund was established, only a few Protected Areas existed
in the Caucasus. And those existing were suffering from a lack of staff, state of the art equipment
and professional management. Looking at today’s reality we can clearly say that the situation
has immensely changed for the better: Thanks to joint efforts of Governments, Donors, Scientific
Institutions and NGOs, today’s reality in the Protected Areas looks much different. However, in the
end the key indicator success is the status of biodiversity in the Caucasus. How wide-spread and
diverse is the biodiversity? What is the status of the ecosystems? What is the status of species
representative of these ecosystems?
The most honest answer on most of the questions is: We don’t know or we don’t know with
sufficient certainty. Therefore in 2021 we doubled down on previous efforts and accelerated the
roll out of a comprehensive program to improve this knowledge:
Build up internal expertise
on biodiversity monitoring
by adding the internationally
renowned conservation specialist
Tanya Rosen to our team as Senior
Biodiversity Advisor;

Development of a list of
“indicator species” for
Georgia
Jointly with Georgian NGOs.
Currentls we are in the process of
developing a similar list for
Armenia;

Development of a
proposal for a Biodiversity
Monitoring Coordination
Unit (BMCU)

Substantial improvment
the technical equipment of
PAs’ staff for biodiversity
monitoring
by purchasing modern binoculars,
spotting scopes, range finders
and SMART technology including
mobile, desktop, and cloud-based
components.

Training of 400 rangers in
Georgia1
•

12 offline ranger trainings,
• 1 offline conservation officers
training
• 9 online SMART report
preparation reviews
to use SMART technology in their
every-day work, especially on
patrols.

Submitted to the Environmental
Ministry of Georgia to
institutionalize the task of
biodiversity monitoring under
the Ministry. We expect the
establishment of the BMCU for
2022.

We believe that with this multi-level push to strengthen biodiversity monitoring in the Caucasus,
we have laid the ground for better evaluating and documenting successes (and failures) of our
programs. Only on the basis of more detailed evidence, we will be able to fine tune our program
work and ensure the conservation of the precious biodiversity hotspot of the Caucasus.
1

Introduction to be concluded by February 2022.
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Ranger Gagika Markosyan has an encyclopedic knowledge of local birdlife, gleaned from years of observation at Madatapa Lake, where he grew up. (Georgia)
Photo: Caucasus Nature Fund
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Ranger at Javakheti National Park
Photo: Caucasus Nature Fund
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Plans for 202 2

Continued prioritization
of biodiversity
monitoring.

We want to put the working conditions and motivation of rangers into the center of our work
through:

Introduction of a meritbased award and bonus
system

Development of a
“Rangers Academy”
- options to
professionalize
education and trainings
for new and current PA’s
rangers

Also, the year 2022 will be a year of preparation
for the opening of two new Protected Areas
in Georgia – in Racha and Shida-Kartli – to be
legally established by the end of 2022.

Elevation of the status
and recognition of
rangers by introducing
high quality and
recognizable uniforms

Another task will be to prepare for the start
of renewed co-operation with at least one
Protected Area in Azerbaijan.
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2021 in Review

819

CNF contributed to

Salary Supplements
307
Armenia

897

Insurance Coverages

512

385

Georgia

Armenia

512

Georgia

of Protected Areas‘ staff members

634,160 ha
under protection in
17 Protected Areas

€2,076,323
Program Spending
Other
Grants
€745,591
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Protected
Areas
€1,330,731

Major Regional Developments

Signing of a new agreement with KfW on
behalf of Germany through which for EUR
40mln in fresh funds from the Federal
Republic of Germany were contributed to
CNF. The new funding has provided a
major increase in CNF’s financial capacity
and its ability to continue supporting the
basic needs of the PA systems in Armenia,
Azerbaijan and Georgia for the next 20
years or more.

Two other developments involve Georgia
but are of regional import. With Georgia’s
plans to increase the coverage of PAs in the
country languishing, CNF seized the initiative
and worked with the Wyss Foundation
to create an incentive beyond Georgia’s
international commitments.
Provided it
meets the conditions of the grant, the Wyss
Foundation will support CNF in covering
infrastructure and operational costs of five
new PAs that are being planned in Georgia—
so that the government in effect will have no
cost to creating the parks for the first five
years after their opening. Two new PAs-Racha and Shida Khartli—are expected to
be established this year and CNF support
could begin to flow in late 2022 or 2023.

In July 2021 UNESCO’s recognized Georgia’s Colchic Rainforests and Wetlands as a World
Heritage Site. Four protected areas in Ajara AO Mtirala, Kintrishi, Kolkheti and Qobuleti
are part of this global recognition, two of which are being supported by CNF (Mtirala and
Kintrishi).
Top: Signing Ceremony; left: Birgit Holderied-Kress, KfW South Caucasus Regional Office Director, right: Tobias Muenchmeyer, Executive Director of CNF / Photo: Caucasus Nature Fund
Mid: Signing Ceremony; left: Tobias Muenchmeyer, Executive Director of CNF; mid: Levan Davitashvili, Vice Premier of Georgia, right: David Morrison, Supervisory Board Chair of CNF / Photo:
Caucasus Nature Fund
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Armenia Program

CNF continues to support the operations of four national protected areas and one communitymanaged protected area in Armenia. Dilijan and Arpa PL have acting Management Plans. CNF
has also financed the preparation of Khosrov Forest’s new Management Plan.
In Armenia, the continuation of investments by CNF to introduce modern technologies in the PAs
is producing results. Khosrov Forest, Dilijan and Lake Arpi National Park and, partly Zangezur
Biosphere Reserve already have online surveillance systems, which include online cameras,
intranets, recording systems and accesses via mobile phones and computer. The biggest success
was the establishment of the Surveillance Monitoring Center in the Ministry of Environment and
hiring of a dedicated staff. All PAs now also have IT specialists. All data from PAs is collected in
the Center, analyzed and used appropriately. Moreover, the Minister of Environment himself had
access to the most important cameras in his office and periodically checked them.
We have also provided drones to two PAs: Dilijan and Lake Arpi National Parks. CNF also
organized training for IT specialists of PAs and the Ministry staff on use of drones. Next stage will
be the optimization of patrolling in PAs using these new high-tech tools.
The Public Monitoring Group continued its work in Dilijan National Park area. Unfortunately, they
must continue their work as illegal tree cuttings continue and their experience is invaluable to
fight against illegal loggers.
CNF procured high quality binoculars, scopes, range finders and other equipment for Zangezur
Biosphere Reserve.
We also signed a new Memorandum of Understanding with Environmental Protection and Mining
Inspection Body of Armenia. This is a highly important state institution which has an overall
supervisory role in the environmental protection system, including the biodiversity management
system. In the framework of this Memorandum, CNF began a procurement process of some
equipment for them, which includes cars, a drone, body cameras, notebook and powerbank. This
equipment will be used to improve the capacities of the biodiversity protection sector of the
Inspection.
Another innovation was the creation of Augmented Reality Trails in Dilijan National Park and
Khosrov Forest State Reserve in partnership with the company AR Trails. This was a pilot project,
which can change the quality of eco-touristic services in both PAs.
We worked on public relations for both the PAs and CNF itself in the country. We have produced 9
short films about our PAs which were broadcast via Armenia’s First Public TV, which is the largest,
state TV company in the country.
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Zangezur Biosphere Reserve, Armenia
Photo: Caucasus Nature Fund
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Tusheti National Park, Georgia
Photo: Caucasus Nature Fund
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Georgia Program

In Georgia, CNF continued to support SMART patrolling system in twelve national parks (BorjomiKharagauli, Lagodekhi, Javakheti, Tusheti NP and Protected Landscape, Vashlovani, Algeti,
Kazbegi, Pshav-Khevsureti and three PAs in the western Georgian Adjara region – Kintrishi,
Machakhela, and Mtirala). In 2021 on-site training was conducted with the involvement of our
Senior Biodiversity advisor and an international expert. All twelve administrations were equipped
with SMART 2 technology devices including mobile, desktop, and cloud-based components
for their daily work. Radio stations for patrolling in the Abastumani Area of Borjomi-Kharagauli
National Park (BKNP) were purchased and installed, which helped to improve law enforcement
and rescue abilities of rangers in the area. In 2022, the SMART system will be institutionalized at
the central Agency for Protected Areas (APA) level and help managers to get more realistic and
reliable data from the field and to evaluate rangers’ performance, which we believe can help in
implementing the annual bonus system for the protection team.
CNF supported updating 3 Protected Areas’ Management and Operational Plans: Lagodekhi,
Mtirala and Tusheti Protected Landscape. In addition, we supported the introduction of a
Management Plans monitoring and evaluation system by delivering training for park managers
with the involvement of a local NGO. A Gant Chart was introduced as a new tool, which helps
parks’ staff in day-to-day management and reporting against management plan objectives. The
new tool helps to measure and visualize progress in MP implementation, to identify gaps and
to respond adequately. It is a self-assessment tool for the parks’ managers and is not intended
to exclude any external support and monitoring, if needed. Roll out of the new instrument is
planned for 2022, as are plans to institutionalize it at the APA central level by making reporting
against the Chart an annual requirement.
2021 was an important year for CNF in terms of expanding its presence and obtaining a new
partner and beneficiary – a PA managed by a local (as opposed to the national) government.
Tusheti Protected Landscape administration which is part of the Akhmeta Municipality became
a new grantee receiving support for its operational needs from CNF. This is the first attempt for
CNF in Georgia to work with a local government and community-based council. The Pilot project
implemented jointly in Tusheti PL is an opportunity to apply higher standards for visitors to the PA
by providing better services through well designed campsite as well as giving alternative income
generation options to locals by taking and sharing management responsibilities on the site. We
will be closely following progress to see if it is model that can bring efficient and sustainable
results in the future in other areas.
CNF also extended its partnership with national and local NGOs. The redesign and refurbishment
of the Exhibition Hall in the Kharagauli district of BKNP park was finalized in partnership with
WWF’s Caucasus program office. A short documentary film called “Facing the Desert” was by
produced by the local NGO SABUKO with CNF support.

Spatial Monitoring and Reporting Tool is an application which allows one to collect and communicate information in real-time about ranger-collected data (on patrols), patrol results,
protection-related threats, and wildlife detected.
2
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GEF-6 Program

CNF’s continues its implementation of the Project “Enhancing Financial Sustainability of Protected
Areas System of Georgia” funded by Global Environmental Facility through UNDP. The project
supports the introduction of sustainable financing mechanisms in PAs, building the capacity of
both PAs and central level staff through trainings and working closely with communities, and
more generally improving both PAs management and biodiversity outcomes. The project moved
ahead apace in 2021 and is heading toward completion in the next two years.

Income generation opportunities
The project started and finalized the development of detailed architectural project for 5 potential
camping sites in Tusheti Protected Landscape (TPL). The following sites were selected in
coordination with the TPL and five local community councils. CNF paired with the USAID project
“ZRDA” and together they supported the TPL to start the construction of Varda-Vake camping
site. The ZRDA project procured the construction materials, while CNF signed a grant agreement
with the Gometsari Gorge Council for construction work. Due to a short season, the construction
works could not be finished in 2021. They will be renewed in spring of 2022 and are expected to
be finished before the tourism season starts by May 2022.
In summer of 2021, a rehabilitated trail and newly constructed supporting infrastructure, such
as shelter, toilet, shower, camping site etc. was formally and officially opened to receive visitors
in the Nedzvi district of BKNP and celebrated at a high level opening event attended by among
others the Minister of Environment and Agriculture. First visitors were welcomed and a modest
income generated in the Covid dampened late summer tourist season. A truer test of the project’s
capacity to generate income should come in 2022.

Newly re-opened visitor center at Borjomi Kharagauli National Park, Georgia
Photo: Caucasus Nature Fund
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Tusheti National Park, Georgia
Photo: Caucasus Nature Fund
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Biodiversity Monitoring

In Armenia, CNF continued its support to Red Deer Reintroduction Center in Dilijan National Park.
With our financial support, a new protection and alarm system was set up, and new enclosures
created. There were 26 animals in the center in 2021. The release of the first group of 5-7 animals
to nature is planned for 2022.
We have had a great success in Vayots Dzor and Syunik regions: two more Persian Leopards
were recorded in the Vayots Dzor, a female, Burla, with two cubs in Zangezur. recorded previously
in Nakhichevan, Azerbaijan. Neo, a young male, continues to be recorded on camera traps in
Khosrov.
The population of Bezoar goats looks stable in the country. In Gnishik area, tourists can see them
all round the year. Sometimes they jump on the roofs of the well-known Noravank monastery
complex.
The Khor Virap wetland restoration project continued. Three new ponds were organized in the
area and dozens of different bird species registered during the year. Mapping and documents
to expand the Khor Virap and Goravan Sanctuaries have been done and submitted to Ministry.
The next steps will include expansion of the territories, evaluation of implemented activities and
research on ways to increase water level in larger territories.
Unfortunately, it was not possible to start the monitoring of mouflons, but some observations
indicate that the population is under significant threat, impacted by conflict, land mines, poaching
and disease

East Caucasian Tur, Laghodeki National Park, Georgia
Photo: NACRES
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In Georgia, in the context of the GEF-6 project, 2021 was busy with the fieldwork and data gathering
for the monitoring of indicators species from the 10-year monitoring plan developed and agreed
in the framework of the project in 2020. More precisely, the following indicators were monitored
throughout 2021 from the abovementioned plan:
Bezoar goat (Capra aegagrus)
East C. tur (Capra cylindricornis)
Ungulates: chamois and roe deer
Bearded vulture (Gypaetus barbatus)
Eurasian griffon (Gyps fulvus)
Vultures: Egyptian vulture, Griffon
Black stork (Ciconia nigra)
Pheasant (Phasianus colchicus)
Caspian Snowcock (Tetraogallus caspius)
Caucasian grouse (Lyrurus mlokosiewiczi)
Velvet scoter (Melanitta fusca)
Great rosefinch (Carpodacus rubicilla)
Guldenstadt‘s Redstart (Phoenicurus erythrogastrus)
Woodpeckers
Trout (Salmo spp.)
Pastures
Invasive plants

Black Stork
Photo: pixabay
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Most of the fieldwork, except for certain bird species (because of the seasonality) was completed in
2021. Data analysis is currently underway and will be completed in the first half of 2022. In addition
to indicators listed above, the project also supported APA to conduct the phyto-pathological
research and develop applicable recommendations for forest recovery in BKNP and to launch the
study to assess the Chestnut and Chestnut blight situation in the Mtirala and Kintrishi PAs.
In Tusheti PAs, one of the CNF supported PAs, a Persian leopard was recorded for the first time
in Georgia since 2009. The camera traps were placed by the NGO Nacres with financial support
from WWF in the frame of the bezoar and tur surveys supported by the GEF 6 project. This
detection, possible thanks to a herder coming forward with information about a predation event,
also underscores good communication between Tush herders living in the PAs, the PA rangers,
CNF and NGO partners. It also confirms the need to focus on holistic strategies for protecting
wildlife, including leopards, by working on human-wildlife coexistence strategies within the PA
system.
Finally, the GEF-6 program also progressed with the development and general agreement on
the concept and institutional arrangements for the proposed new Biodiversity Monitoring
Coordination Unit (BMCU). It became clear that focusing only on monitoring at the level of PAs
will not give substantial and sustainable results. The approach should be complex and holistic,
meaning that the institutional strengthening and elaboration of the monitoring process needs to
be done both on national and PA system level.

Vulture, Khosrov Forest State Reserve, Armenia
Photo: Vladimir Cech Jr.
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Bezoar Goats, Armenia
Photo: WWF Armenia
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Capacity Building

In Armenia, the main capacity building work involved the training in the remote monitoring
systems and IT referred to above.
In Georgia, after the successful piloting of an online training module on illegal forest cutting,
the project continued to closely work with APA and prepare similar online training modules on
10 selected priority topics, among them detection and prevention of illegal activities, modern
methods of protection of protected areas and combating poaching, monitoring of major animal
species, modern methods of protection of protected areas and combating poaching etc. In addition
to online training modules on selected topics, the E-leaning platform has been created as well.
In a nutshell, online learning platform will serve as the coordinating mechanism for continuous
professional development of staff at target PAs and relevant central-level authorities. It will provide
a structured technical environment for storing and using, either as part of fully guided or blended
learning courses, or for self-paced learning, of the variety of capacity building training courses.
Despite the fact that Covid 19 was still an issue throughout 2021, the SMART training for smart
officers took place in November, 2021 followed by the series of rangers’ trainings in SMART
application in all target 12 PAs, including TPLA. As the result, by the end of 2021/beginning of
2022, all 12 PAs will be fully equipped and trained to incorporate SMART on an everyday basis
for patrolling purposes.

SMART Training, Georgia
Photo: Caucasus Nature Fund
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CNF Funding Situation

Thanks to the major new funding from the Federal Republic of Germany in December 2021, CNF’s
increased its capital from EUR 50+ million to EUR 90+ million at year-end. This continues the
impressive growth from prior years, and should allow CNF to continue supporting the region’s
protected areas at its current program level for at least another 20 years.

CNF Capital & Sepnding Evolution
(EUR Mio)

89,786

22,428
2,617
2007
Total Capital End of Year		

2015
Spending During Year		
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2021
Cumulative Spending

Challenges on the Ground

Prirorities: Neither the Armenian nor the Georgian government
sufficiently prioritizes nature conservation over conflicting interests
such as commercial development. However, it is remarkable to see
that even in the aftermath of 2020’s tragic conflict, the new Minister
of Environment in Armenia, Mr. Hakob Simidyan3, is taking action
to reform the entire Protected Area system in Armenia. Likewise in
Georgia – which continues to be challenged by political instability-the government, now helped along by our agreement with the Wyss
Foundation, displays a firm commitment to a further significant
expansion of its territories of Protected Areas.

3

Appointed by President Armen Sarkissian on Dec. 10th, 2021
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Capacity: A lack of motiv
has been a long-term ch
Southern Caucasus. A c
is therefore to improve
rangers, to give them m
provide special rewards
Moreover, CNF wants
educating and training a
Georgia and Armenia.

vated and properly qualified staff
hallenge for the PA system in the
core element of CNF’s strategy
the working conditions for the
more public recognition as well
for extraordinary performance.
to develop an institution for
a new generation of rangers – in

Community awareness: Some of the challenges for a
successful performance of a Protected Area lies in the lack
of respect and acceptance by the local communities close
to the PA. In order to learn how to improve the relationship
between PAs and local community in the future, we want to
study the interaction between PA and local community in
two case studies – for Armenia in Dilijan and for Georgia in
Kazbegi.

Vashlovani National Park, Georgia
Photo: Caucasus Nature Fund
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FINANCIAL REPORT

The following should be read in conjunction with the 2021 unaudited financial statements and
notes, until publication of the audited financial statements (expected by July) which will replace
them.
All figures in this section are derived from the unaudited accounts.
Balance Sheet
The following table shows a summary of our balance sheet.

Summary of Balance Sheet
€ 000s / December 31

Assets

Liabilities
2021

2020

Fixed Assets

2021

2020

Endowment Capital

31,025

31,025

Capital Reserves

55,922

17,770

2,838

2,659

185

258

89,970

51,712

186

191

90,157

51,903

Equity
Intangibles &
Property, Plant &
Equipment

9

Financial Assets

55,564

3
44,188
Reserves

Current Assets
Receivables &
Other Assets

5,074

Bank Balances

29,510

936

Earnings Reserves

6,776 Funds Carried Forward
Total Equity
Provisions & Liabilities

Total Assets

90,157

51,903 Total Liabilities and Equity

Assets
Total assets at year-end amounted to €90.1 million, an increase of 75% compared to December
31, 2020 following the €40 million new contribution to CNF’s capital reserves in December by
the Federal Republic of Germany through the German development bank KfW. Financial Assets
increased to €55.5 million at December 31, 2021 as some of the new KfW contribution was already
invested by the end of the year. The effect of receiving this contribution in December is also
reflected in CNF’s bank balances, where cash at year-end amounted to €29.5 million. As part
of its investment strategy, CNF intentionally maintains some cash, partly as its own asset class
in a low interest rate environment and partly to allow us to take advantage of new investment
opportunities on an ongoing basis.
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Equity & Liabilities
The substantial increase in total equity in 2021 also reflects the KfW €40 million new contribution
to CNF’s capital reserves. The endowment capital maintained at €31 million.
Provisions and liabilities reflect mainly outstanding invoices for fees or provisions for various
services rendered or related to the 2021 fiscal exercise such as investment, audit, bookkeeping,
etc.
Income Statement
As background for the discussion of CNF’s Income Statement it is important to keep in mind
the different sources of our funds. CNF’s spending sources include current use income in the
form of (i) the interest and dividend income on our investments and (ii) current use donations.
However, as it was recognized that these two sources would not be sufficient to finance CNF’s
operations for some time, a reserve known as a funding capacity reserve was created to support
CNF’s expenditures as its other financing sources developed. Substantially all of the funding
capacity reserve was donated by the Federal Republic of Germany through KfW in separate
contributions made in 2010 (€5 million), 2012 (€7 million), 2019 (€16.4 million) and the newest
addition of €40 million in December 2021. In 2021 CNF used (spent) €1.8 million from the funding
capacity reserve, down from €3.5 million in 2020, reflecting the expiry of the 2020 emergency
grant program discussed under “Expenses” below. After deducting the utilization of the funding
capacity reserve in 2021 and prior years, a balance of €55.9 million remains at December 31,
2021. Because utilization of this reserve is reflected “below the line”, CNF shows a loss from its
operations and will continue to do so as the reserve is utilized, and CNF’s other financing sources
are further developed.
Income and Expenses
(amounts in Euro)
2021

2020

Net Investment Income

416,425

-146,592

Donations

459,038

535,045

Net Revenue

875,463

388,453

-2,368,587

-4,167,558

-248,043

-319,354

-2,616,630

-4,486,912

-1,741,167

-4,098,459

Transfer from Reserves

1,850,430

3,512,928

Transfer (to) Reserves

-182,795

0

Funds Carried Forward from Prior Year*

258,074

843,605

Funds Carried Forward

184,542

258,074

Income

Grant and Other Expenses
Projects & Other Expenses
Administrative & Fundraising Expenses

Total Grant and Other Expenses
Net Income (Loss)
Reserves Transfers and Carry Forwards
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Revenues
CNF’s revenue is composed of our Net Investment Income/Loss and our Donations and Grants.
The following table shows the development of Net Investment Income.

Net Investment Income
CNF’s investment program contributed about € 416,000 to recorded revenue in 2021 thanks to
dividends, interest and similar income, funds distributions and capital gains. The following table
shows the development of our Investment loss.

Net Investment Income
(amounts in Euro, except %)
Increase/
Decrease

2021

2020

Dividends, Interest and Similar Income

267,390

365,818

-27%

Funds Distributions

257,253

254,530

1%

Capital Gain and Other Investment Income

1,382,702

-425,139

425%

Total Investment Income

1,907,345

195,209

877%

Less Foreign Exchange Currency Loss

-1,190,918

-46,594

2456%

Less Investment Expenses

-300,002

-295,206

2%

416,425

-146,592

384%

Net Investment Income

Dividends, interest and similar income--mainly on our portfolio of stocks and bonds--were down
€ to 267,000 total in 2021 reflecting normal year to year fluctuations and the persistence of the
low interest rate environment. Interest income continued to contribute the smaller share to the
total. Distributions from our investment funds were basically flat at € 257,000. As our investment
managers positioned our portfolio over the course of the year, rising stock markets enable them
to realize significant (over € 1.38 million) in capital gains along the way. This compared to the prior
year when we took some capital losses to reduce risk at the outset of the Covid pandemic.
The foreign currency loss in 2021 reflects mainly the loss on hedging the US dollar exposure in
the investment portfolio. Given that the dollar strengthened against the Euro in 2021, the loss on
these hedges is reflected in the income statement while much of the related rise in the value of
the investment portfolio is unrealized gain. As discussed below under “Investment Returns”, the
2021 investment performance on a total return basis contributed significantly more than the Net
Investment Income.

Donations and Grants
In 2021, revenue from Donations and Grants include donations from private donors (corporate and
individual donors), as well as funding from the Global Environment Facility (GEF) through UNDP.
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Private donors are a significant source of flexible funding for CNF, although these donations
fluctuate significantly from year to year especially in a relatively small organization like ours; in
2021 they were down 14%. At the end of 2018, CNF was awarded a new €1.5 million project from
GEF/UNDP for enhancing the financial sustainability of the Protected Areas system in Georgia.
In 2021, we received the second tranche for a total amount of €415,944. The decline in private
donations reflects the continuing impact of Covid-19 on corporate donations in Georgia.
The development in revenue from grants and donations is shown in the following table.

Donations & Grants
(amounts in Euro, except %)

Private Donations
GEF-6/UNDP
Total Current Use Donations

Increase/
Decrease

2021

2020

43,094

141,247

-69%

415,944

393,798

6%

459,038

535,045

-14%

Expenses
Of the total CNF expenses in 2021 (€2.6 Mio) almost 91% are grant and program expenses which
have been used for our core mission; the rest cover administrative, fundraising and communications
costs.

Grant and Project Expenses
The following table shows the development of CNF’s grant and project expenses.
Grant & Project Expenses
(amounts in Euro, except %)
Increase/
Decrease

2021

2020

1,330,731

1,279,295

4%

Other Grants

310,080

2,283,615

-86%

Consulting & Other Projects

435,512

367,240

19%

2,076,324

3,930,151

-47%

288,947

230,887

25%

3,317

6,520

-49%

292,263

237,407

23%

2,368,587

4,167,558

-43%

Grants to Protected Areas

Total Program Grants & Projects
Project Development, Technical Assistance
& Monitoring - Internal
Project Monitoring - External
Total Direct Program Support
Total Program Grants & Expenses
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In 2021, the volume of the CNF program grants and projects decreased 47%. This variation,
however, does not reflect the real development of the grants program since in 2020 CNF made
”emergency grants” to cover the governmental budget shortfall and ensure the continued
operations of our partners in Armenia and Georgia during the Covid 19 Pandemic crisis. The
grants to Protected Areas have increased 4% compared to 2020.
The 4% increase in grants to protected areas is reflecting modest variations in the budgets
allocated to the 16 protected areas (unchanged from 2020) we support with basic operating costs
grants in the two countries.
Emergency grants accounted for €1.8 million of our other grants in 2020 and our program of other
grants—including grants to support the insurance costs for the personnel of the protected areas
accounted for the balance of €3.9 million. These emergency grants did not continue in 2021 and
the total program grants and projects amounted to €2.07 million.
In 2021 we substantially increased the volume of our targeted technical assistance program in the
form of grants to consultants for planning and other purposes in the protected areas, as well as
an expansion of our consulting work around biodiversity monitoring, protection, eco-tourism and
management effectiveness. This increase reflects mainly the time frame of our grant from GEF/
UNDP which is devoted to this aspect of our work and is scheduled to complete in 2024.
Internal project development, technical assistance and monitoring expenses reflect mainly our
staff costs in developing and managing our program and includes our direct engagement in
strategic planning with the responsible government agencies and the protected areas themselves.
The increase in these expenses in 2021 reflects our effort to improve impact monitoring and the
addition of the conservation director? to our staff, as well as cost of living adjustments in other staff
salaries. External project monitoring reflects amounts we spend on project audits and quality
reviews by external service providers, with the relatively low amounts reflecting agreements with
our service providers on reduced rates as a gesture to support our not-for-profit work.

Administrative and Fundraising Expenses
Our administrative and fundraising expenses mostly reflect part of the salary of our Executive
Director in the Caucasus, audit and bookkeeping services as well as the CNF portion of the
partnership with Prespa Ohrid Nature Trust, Blue Action Fund and the Legacy Landscapes
Fund in the costs of the European shared services support organization, Nature Trust Alliance.
Administrative expenses decreased 43% in 2021 showing partly the savings effect caused by
the integration at the end of 2020 of the Legacy Landscapes Funds to the Nature Trust Alliance
partnership.
Administrative & Fundraising Expenses
(amounts in Euro, except %)

Administrative Expenses
Fundraising & Communication Expenses
Total Administrative & Fundraising
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2021

2020

234,518

307,789

13,525

11,565

248,043

319,354

Increase/
Decrease
-43%
17%
-43%

Net Income, Reserves and Funds Carried Forward
In 2021, CNF’s net income is its Net Revenue minus its total expenses, and as discussed above, the
loss reflects that the spending of the funding capacity reserve is considered as a “transfer from
reserves” and therefore is shown later in the income statement. Until the funding capacity reserve
is fully utilized, CNF’s overall financial health is best reflected in its funds carried forward and their
relationship to the developments in its balance sheet, including additions to its endowment and
transfers to and from reserves.
Net Income, Reserves and Funds Carried Forward
(amounts in Euro)
2021

2020

Net Income

-1,741,167

-4,098,459

Transfer to Free Reserves

-182,795

0

0

0

1,850,430

3,512,928

Funds Carried Forward from Prior Year

258,074

843,605

Funds Carried Forward

184,542

258,074

Transfer to Project Reserves
Transfer from Funding Capacity Reserve + Project Reserve
(2030 Sinking Fund)

CNF is carrying forward €184,542 to 2022. These funds are mainly an unspent portion of the 2021
investment income that is intended to finance administrative and fundraising/communication
expenses in 2022. This reflects CNF’s current strategy to provide, to the extent possible, for at
least most of the coming year’s administrative and fundraising expenditures with funds carried
forward from the prior year. For as long as we have the sinking fund, most of CNF’s program
expenses are expected to be covered by the combination of sinking fund transfers and current
use donations.
Efficiency Measurements
It is difficult to compare efficiency levels across different organizations in the charitable world. We
believe there are two main reasons for this. First, there are a number of different and difficult to
compare operating models and second, there is no clear consensus on cost categories underlying
various cost items such as administrative expenses. We also believe that the best we can do is
to be clear and transparent about how we account for expenses and the operating ratios that we
use. For a full explanation, please visit our website.
The operating costs to total expenses ratio is around 9,5%, well within our target of under 15% .
We are primarily a grant making organization—and for the most part are not direct implementers
of our programmes. As such, we seek to control the cost of delivering our program, while at the
same time keeping in mind the capacities of our grantees, their need for our support in developing
their grants and the important monitoring necessary to ensure our funds are properly spent and
making an impact. We follow our “program delivery ratio” to do this, tracking the costs we incur
in delivering the program (i.e. in developing and monitoring our grants) in relation to our overall
program costs.
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Efficiency Measurements / Expense Ratios
Ratio

2021

2020

Operating Expense Ratio1

9.5%

13.7%

Program Delivery Ratio2

12.3%

9.9%

(1)] Operating Expense Ratio = Administrative Expenses + Fundraising Expenses / Total Expenses (excl.
Emergency grants in 2020)
(2) Program Delivery Ratio = Program Development and Management / Total Program (excl. Emergency
grants in 2020)

Risk Management
From 2021 we began to keep a risk register which is updated two times per year. With the additional
sinking fund contributions from Germany through KfW we secured long-term financing stability.
This will help us to maintain our endowment capital and to continue to provide the support
to the protected areas for more than a coming decade. We have modestly increased our staff
and are improving procedures and workflows to continue adhering to best practices to govern
our growing grant program and investment portfolio. The development and implementation of
the CNF Environmental Social Management System (ESMS) beginning in 2022 will help us to
minimize any reputational risk or negative social impact caused by CNF.

March, 2022
Tobias Muenchmeyer
Executive Director
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Khosrov Forest State Reserve, Armenia
Photo: Caucasus Nature Fund
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS FROM
TOBIAS MUENCHMEYER
2021 has been my excting first year as Executive Director of CNF. I feel very priviliged to have
been so warmly welcomed and supported by my always inspiring supervisory board members,
my new colleagues and partners. It has been a challenging year because of the Covid pandemic
which did not leave out CNF staff and partners, but it has also been a year of hope – the year after
the horrible war between Armenia and Azerbaijan - and the year when the first Persian leopard
has re-appeared in Georgia since 2009.
Our partners at NACRES, a Georgian conservation NGO, never stopped searching since 2009 for
evidence of the leopard in Georgia, focusing their search, with cameras provided by our partners
of WWF, in Pshav-Khevsureti and Tusheti Protected Areas – both Protected Areas supported by
CNF - , in the borderlands abutting Russia’s Dagestan, Ingushetia and Chechnya. 12 years later, on
a hot August night in a forested patch in Tusheti National Park, close to the border with Dagestan,
a camera trap provided by our partners of WWF recorded a ghostly black and white image of a
Persian leopard. The photo capture came a little more than a month after a Tush herder reported
witnessing a leopard attack and kill his shepherd dog. This event prompted the decision to set
cameras in this particular area and ignited the excitement that this time a leopard would finally
be re-recorded after a long absence. Together with a growing number of evidence of Persian
leopards in Azerbaijan and Armenia, the appearance of a leopard in Georgia is fuelling our dreams
of a re-establishment of a stable Persian leopard population throughout the Southern Caucasus.
We are proud that we have been able to equip and train 400 rangers to use SMART technology
devices including mobile, desktop, and cloud-based components for their daily work according
to highest recognised and accepted international standards. We are looking forward to seeing
this technology applied and to see the results in terms of higher work efficiency and more exact
biodiversity monitoring.
I am most grateful for all that has been achieved for nature conservation in the Caucasus
throughout the year 2021. Outside the organization, deepest thanks go to our wonderful partners
at the Ministries of Environment of Georgia and Armenia, at Georgia’s Agency for Protected Areas
and to the Protected Areas’ staff in the regions of Georgia and Armenia – from ordinary rangers
up to PA Directors. All our work would not be possible without our partners from the German
government and at KfW, particularly Frank Moerschel. I am also most grateful to the members of
CNF’s fabulously successful Investment Committee as well as to Alba Carreras and her team at
the Nature Trust Alliance (NTA) in Frankfurt, our backbone allowing us to focus all our efforts on
our core task – supporting people and conserving nature in the Southern Caucasus.
Finally, I want to deeply thank the people I work with every day – CNF’s Country Directors Arman
Vermishyan in Armenia and Tea Barbakadze in Georgia as well as GEF-6 Program Manager Tamar
Pataridze, Conservation Advisor Tatyana Rosen, Communications Officer Marine Karpatyan and
Program Officer Lia Kalmakhelidze.
Thank you again for all your support, over the past year, and more. Thank you all for your support
in 2022!
Tobias Muenchmeyer
Executive Director
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Caucasus Nature Fund Team at internal training in Georgia
Photo: Caucasus Nature Fund
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Regional Offices
Caucasus Nature Fund — Georgia Office
Kartozia Street 8, Building 8, #40
0177 Tbilisi | Georgia
T: +995 32 229 56 36
E: tbarbakadze@caucasus-naturefund.org

Business Address:
Caucasus Nature Fund
c/o Nature Trust Alliance GbR
Friedrich-Ebert-Anlage 36
60325 Frankfurt am Main
Germany
T: +49 (0)69 244 33 3060

“SUPPORTED BY”
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Caucasus Nature Fund — Armenia Office
8 Vardanants Blind Alley, # 718
0010 Yerevan | Armenia
T: +374 (0)60 27 30 10
E: avermishyan@caucasus-naturefund.org

“CARRIED OUT BY”

Follow us and get updates on our new projects:

CNF.CaucasusNatureFund

CaucasusNatureFund
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